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ABOUT US
Prószyński Media is one of the largest book publishing companies in
Poland. It has been operating since 1990 and today it publishes about
200 titles a year under Prószyński i S-ka imprint.
We publish Polish and foreign classics, modern fiction and non-fiction,
children`s and young adult titles as well as general interest books.
Among our writers there are outstanding Polish authors: Henryk Jerzy
Chmielewski, Maria Czubaszek, Konstanty Ildefons Gałczyński, Marek
Harny, Grażyna Jeromin-Gałuszka, Stefan Kisielewski, Irena Matuszkiewicz, Agnieszka Osiecka, Olga Rudnicka, Maria Ulatowska and Tanya
Valko.
Prószyński Media is constantly expanding its foreign fiction and nonfiction list including such great authors as Virginia C. Andrews, Orson
Scott Card, Diana Chamberlain, Jeffery Deaver, Ursula K. Le Guin, John
Irving, Henry James, Stephen King, Dennis Lehane, Liane Moriarty, Jodi
Picoult, Terry Pratchett, Nora Roberts, John Steinbeck and Amy Tan
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LITERARY FICTION
MAREK HARNY
Marek Harny (born in 1946) was born in Zabrze and raised in Nowy Sącz.
He studied at the Technical School of Chemistry in Krakow and obtained
a degree in journalism from the University of Warsaw. He changed
professions multiple times – for a couple of years, he had a bluecollar job in the Sulphur corporation in Tarnobrzeg. Later, he worked
as a journalist. He made his debut in 1975 with a story collection Lift
Me Up, Big Bird, which won the Stanisław Piętak Award. He published
several novels, including Born From the Wind, A Lesson of Love, The
Solitude of Wolves and The Traitor. He is also the author of three crime
stories about the investigating journalist Adam Bukowski (The Hack,
Everybody Sins and For the Principles’ Sake). He lives in Krakow.

Marek Harny

THE VOLUNTEER
Agnieszka is a preppy girl. She was brought up to have no inhibitions
or prejudices, and to take whatever she wants from life. But she
is constantly trying to fill a void. She wants to do something useful.
She has already worked with mentally handicapped children in
a hospice. Now, she would really love to work with drug addicts, whom
she considers the most wretched victims of society. She wants to
become an outreach worker, and help in a syringe-exchange program.
Michał, a few years Agnieszka’s senior, has always had to fend for himself.
Over time, he has had to fight for others as well. And then there’s
Szymon, a controversial therapist, who suddenly comes to their lives.
Their worlds, perceptions, standards, and convictions of what is right
might well be different, but their passion and need for love are the
same.

BOOK DETAILS: Wolontariuszka, novel

Prószyński Media 2015

448 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-146-9
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KRYsTYNA JANUszEwsKA
Krystyna Januszewska is a biologist by training. She inhabits a world
somewhere between quotidian routine and the magic of plotlines,
which she loves more than life. Januszewska finds inspiration in
everyday situations. She started to write professionally after winning
Twój Styl magazine’s Polish Women’s Diaries competition in 1998.
Januszewska made her literary debut with the short story My Husband
Came to Meet Me, which was published in the anthology True Stories.
She has published several short stories and six books: Hugging Stones,
which won the Best Polish Novel competition; The Sky is Green;
Castaway@shore.pl, which was nominated for Cogito magazine’s
Public Service Media Award; Last Quart of the Moon; and for younger
readers: The Butterfly Valley; and Three worlds, or Maryśka, Angel and
Crazy Muneguita, which won an award in the Believe in the Power of
Imagination competition.

Krystyna Januszewska

THE INHERITANCE
This is a story where passions clash, where birth meets death, where
tears of joy and sadness are intertwined, and where the protagonists
have to make difficult choices and live with the consequences.
Forty families abandon their homes and set out on a journey in search
of the promised land. They simply walk away leaving everything behind.
They have had enough of their long years of servitude.
How much longer would they have endure it? All they want is to find
peace, live in dignity, and feel safe at last. They want predictable lives.
The Inheritance is a family saga based on eyewitness testimony. It is
a monumental story about brave and desperate people, about Poles, for
whom work is the only way they have of making their dreams come true.
Provided he has his self-esteem, even a simple and uneducated man can
strive for happiness.

BOOK DETAILS: Dziedzictwo, novel
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592 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-169-8

LITERARY FICTION
MAGDALENA KAWKA
Magdalena Kawka is a sociologist by training, a writer by passion, and
a freelancer by preference. She is happy that she has managed to
build a connected space with these building blocks. Kawka has worked
with several magazines that publish articles about parenting. She has
written a guidebook for parents, The Adventures of Kosmatek- a Young
Boy, and the novels The Art of Flying, Alice in Necessityland, The Isle of
Mist and Stone, In the Corner of the Graveyard – The End of Eternity,
and Cold River, for which she was awarded a prize at FLK in Siedlce in
2012. Together with Robert Ziółkowski, she has written a book entitled
Just around the Corner, about the difficult relations that can occur in
a marriage.

Magdalena Kawka

TIME OF SIGHS,
TIME OF THE STORM
The year is 1938 and the world is still in a slumber. Lviv, a veritable
melting pot of nationalities, is pulsating with carefree joy. Everybody
seems oblivious to the dark clouds gathering overhead. Ukrainians,
Poles and Jews are about to be divided by ethnic intolerance, but until
then, they will remain neighbors who smile kindly to each other on the
street every day.
Lilka and her friends are preparing for their final exams, blissfully
unaware that this is to be their last happy spring. The girl misses her
boyfriend very much, but she still goes to school every day. Above all,
she defends her adulthood as if it were national independence. Little
does she know that she is about to be sent on an intensive “adulthood”
course, where she will have to say goodbye to everything she knows
about the world around her and face the ghosts of war. She will quickly
need to learn how to tell her friends from her enemies, and to know
who she can trust. What should people do to keep their faith? The
war is unrelenting and puts humanity to the test independently of
nationality, language and religion.

BOOK DETAILS: Pora westchnień, pora burz, novel

Prószyński Media 2016

536 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-320-3
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Paweł Mossakowski
Paweł Mossakowski is a film critic for “Co jest grane”, a weekend
supplement to Gazeta Wyborcza. He also produces films, and writes
radio plays and teleplays. In 2010, he published a humorous novel
entitled Volatile Bodies.

Paweł Mossakowski

THE OTHER sIDE OF THE wALL
Do you also dream about life outside the city? Henryk and Justyna,
a harmonious and intellectual couple, live a quiet life in a semidetached house in the suburbs of Warsaw. One day, much to their
surprise, their neighbor on the other side of the wall moves out. His
place is taken by a local young couple. Can these people from different
worlds get along? How will this affect Henryk and Justyna’s idyll?
You should get along with your neighbors, but is that always possible?

BOOK DETAILS: Po drugiej stronie ściany, novel
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LITERARY FICTION
Agnieszka Nietresta-Zatoń
Agnieszka Nietresta-Zatoń (b. 1974) is an expert on literature, who is
fascinated by extreme emotional and existential states in literature
and life. She is the author of: Małgorzata Hilar: A Monographic Outline
(2003), which was nominated for the Ludwik Fryde Award; Call to
Rebel: Transgressions of 19th-Century Polish Poets (2010); and several
academic articles that have been published in various anthologies and
periodicals. She is also a blogger, webwriter and copywriter.
Nietresta-Zatoń shares Wisława Szymborska’s view that: There is
no greater debauchery than thinking. Her favorite poet, Stanisław
Grochowiak, wrote: Rebellion does not end, it merely stabilizes. When
asked why she needs so many books, she quotes Susan Sontag: When
I read, I feel like I’m eating. And the need to read is an awful, raging
hunger.

Agnieszka Nietresta-Zatoń

EMPTINESS
Everything good and bad in her comes from the same source. The
female inheritance is not easy to accommodate. They say that there
is a special place in Hell for women who don’t help other women. The
only way out is through a treacherous aperture in existence. The first
women to accomplish this will pave the way for others. Five women
born in the 70’s. Five biographies that seemingly have nothing in
common, but which on closer inspection are surprisingly congruent.
Five plausible scenarios of “normal life”, marked by emotional abuse.
Paradoxically, women are at the forefront in perpetrating negative
stereotypes about women. Our protagonists decide to break out of
this vicious cycle and escape their unreflective lives. They gain access
to their emotions and feelings by “unremembering” – thanks to the
disenchantment of childhood and the problematic friendship that
binds them.

BOOK DETAILS: Pustostan, novel

Prószyński Media 2015

320 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-074-5
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MARIA NUROwsKA
Maria Nurowska was born in a small village in Podlaskie Voivodeship
on March 3, 1944. She’s one of Poland’s most widely read and popular
writers. Her books continue to win the hearts of new generations of
readers. The best known are My Friend the Traitor, The Nina S. Case,
Feeding Wolves, The Door to Hell, and House on the Edge. Nurowska
divides her time between Warsaw and Bukowina Tatrzańska, where
she runs a charming guesthouse with a breathtaking view of the
mountains.

Maria Nurowska

THE MADwOMAN
FroM koMańCza
Maria Nurowska is back with a new novel about an extraordinary
woman and an amazing artist. She is loved by some, and dismissed
as the madwoman from Komańcza by others. Marta Kohn, a famous
painter, takes a short holiday to Bieszczady to get some respite from
her life in Warsaw. The slow passage of time and the quietness of the
place tempt her to stay.
This decision changes her life, but not in the way she expected.
Three French architects arrive in Komańcza to reconstruct an
18th-century Orthodox church that has been burnt down. After
a turbulent beginning, she marries one of them. They both move
to Lviv, where Jean-Paul oversees the restoration of a 17th-century
church. Life in Lviv is relatively normal, but a brutal war is raging a few
hundred kilometers away, and Marta gets involved. She is destined to
be imprisoned in the Luhansk town basement for nearly six months.
This will be time enough to rethink a life that has been full of ups and
downs, suffering and love.

BOOK DETAILS: Wariatka z Komańczy, novel
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LITERARY FICTION
Jacek Podsiadło
Jacek Podsiadło (b. 1964) is a poet, journalist, and columnist. He
won the Grand Prix in the M. M. Morawska Best Poetic Notebook
Competition in 1992. Podsiadło has won many Polish literary prizes,
including the Georg Trakl Prize (1994), the Kościelski Prize (1998), and
the Czesław Miłosz Prize (2000), and he was been nominated for the
Nike Award four times. He broadcast the program Studnia [The Well]
on Radio Opole in 1993–2008, and has been broadcasting his own
Home Radio Studnia over the web since 2009. Podsiadło wrote essays
for Tygodnik Powszechny in 2000–2007. In 2015 he received the Silesius
Award, a Wrocław Poetry Prize, for lifetime achievement.

Jacek Podsiadło

LIFE APPROPRIATES DEATH
IN WIEPRZÓW ORDYNACKI.
I wrote this book, just as I wrote the previous one. This one is
a continuation of that one. That one is the older sister of this
one, her superintendent, her milk cow. I wrote this book as God
willed it – in a roadside ditch, in hostels, at congresses, in a coconut
forest, in a flophouse that had been a classroom, with a bear in my
arms, with my heart in my mouth, with my gun under my blanket,
sometimes winning, sometimes losing, sometimes updating it
every day, sometimes looking back at run-over rags on the Road.
I won’t be boring the reader with prattle about fine art, the
setting, or the peculiarities of international capitals. Nor will I be
entertaining him with the sorts of minor intrigues and frolics that
happen at parties, where the lady of the house offers a vodka and
a kiss. His attention is worthy of more noble things, like horses
and dogs, whose most faithful friend I have always been. And
I will be talking about foxes, wolves and bears. Any resemblance
between the animals and events described in this book those in the
previous book, should be put down to the naivety of the author.
Jacek Podsiadło

BOOK DETAILS: Życie zawłaszcza śmierć w Wieprzowie Ordynackim, novel
ISBN 978-83-8069-162-9

Prószyński Media 2015

408 pages
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stanisław srokowski
Stanisław Srokowski is a poet, prose writer, playwright, literary critic,
and translator. He was born in the Eastern Borderlands (Kresy). He
was an active participant in the country’s social and political renewal.
Srokowski set up Solidarity in the editorial office of Wiadomości. He was
an advisor to the Solidarity Independent Self-governing Trade Union of
Individual Farmers, and was the Union’s press spokesman. Srokowski
has written many novels, e.g. Ghosts of Childhood, The Repatriated,
Anxiety, Angel of Doom, and the Eastern Borderlands Trilogy (Ukrainian
Lover, Betrayal, The Blind Go to Heaven), as well as the anthology Fear,
several volumes of poetry, biographies, and stage and radio plays.

Stanisław Srokowski

HATRED
The anthology that inspired Wojciech Smarzowski to make the film
Volhynia.
Poland’s Eastern Borderlands have spawned such literary giants as
Mickiewicz, Słowacki, Schulz and Herbert, but they have also been the
scene of torture and horrific crimes. And these crimes, that Ukrainian
nationalist groups inflicted on Poles, Jews and Armenians, are stained
with the shame of retribution. Hatred is a book about that time, about
conflicts of conscience, about a tragedy of human dignity, and about
memory, about which Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński once wrote “The
stones continue to talk once human memory has gone”. This harrowing
collection of short stories does not leave all the talking to stones.
Srokowski – in images full of depth and truth – saves a world that many
would like to forget. With amazing expressiveness and compassion,
he leans over every victim, becomes one with all their suffering, and
warns against hatred.

BOOK DETAILS: Nienawiść, anthology
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WOMEN’S FICTION
Kasia Bulicz-Kasprzak
Kasia Bulicz-Kasprzak – the author of The House on the Edge and Noble
Motives has two abiding passions – reading and jogging. She goes to
Zamojszczyzna every summer to write, catch up on some reading, and
above all, to admire the natural beauty of Roztocze.
SELECTED REVIEWS
The author has a gift of writing about simple things in extraordinary
and atmospheric way. Because of that a reader gets fully absorbed in
protagonists troubles. The books makes us ponder on actions that could
change our lives.
Aleksandra Jesiołowska, www.dlalejdis.pl

Kasia Bulicz-Kasprzak

REASONABLE DOUBTS
Summer is over and the autumn crocuses are staring to bloom in
people’s gardens. Despite the autumn chill in the air, the hearts of
the women from Rosy Street are full of searing emotions. Maria has
had a taste of freedom, and refuses to go back to her mother’s house.
For the first time in her life, she plucks up the courage to follow her
dreams. Karolina, overwhelmed by single motherhood, is beginning
to understand that her decisions have brought certain consequences.
Teresa, accepting what Maria has rejected, might find happiness, or at
least stability, in life. Agata keeps telling herself that she really loves
her husband, but she somehow finds his apologies hard to accept.
Sylwia should be supporting her infatuated daughter, but she has
no time to think about Julia’s broken heart, because she has a more
pressing problem – she needs to find a father for her second child ASAP.
But Leokadia, the elder of the Jezierski clan, has finally achieved her
goal.

BOOK DETAILS: Uzasadnione wątpliwości, novel

Prószyński Media 2016

408 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-404-0
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Kasia Bulicz-Kasprzak

NOBLE MOTIVES
Return of the protagonists from the The House on the Edge.
Maria has fulfilled a dream and published a book of verse. Now, the
water level of Młynkówka is going down, and the women from Rosy
Street are starting to understand the meaning of the curse “may all
your dreams come true”. Agata has saved Karolina and her children
from a flood, and now she has to save her marriage, as her husband
is devoting too much attention to his ex-wife. Janina, who has been
putting her family first for years, is now going to have to look after
herself. While cleaning the house after the flood, Wanda discovers
that her loved ones have been lying to her. Leokadia finds that, for
all her intelligence, there are situations that she can’t handle. Teresa
tastes the bitterness of life. Unfortunately, she realizes too late that
adversity makes us stronger.
BOOK DETAILS: Szlachetne pobudki, novel

Prószyński Media 2015

424 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-070-7

Kasia Bulicz-Kasprzak

THE HOUSE ON THE EDGE
We can’t choose our families. Sometimes we like each other, sometimes
we don’t. But when something bad happens, we try to support those
who are near to us.
Rosy Street is peaceful and quiet, with old houses and beautiful
gardens. The neighbors are like a family – they love and hate each
other, plot and gossip, fight and make up, and seek love and happiness.
The tranquil villas in the suburbs of the small city are pulsating to the
rhythm of female emotions.
Maria, who is still living with the memory of her first love, writes
passionate poetry, but hides it from her mother. Leokadia, who lost her
husband many years ago, is now trying to save her grandson’s marriage.
Marta doesn’t know how to talk to Olgierd anymore, but it’s hard to
live without him. Agata has fallen in love with a married man. Karolina,
struggling to cope as a wife and mother, decides to change her life. And
on top of all that, Wanda comes back to Rosy Street after many years
away. Her arrival could seriously complicate the lives of her old friends.
Each of these women is different. What holds them together is their
love of gardening and their aspirations for happiness. Which is easier
to tend to? Roses? Or feelings?

BOOK DETAILS: Dom na skraju, novel
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WOMEN’S FICTION
Izabella Frączyk
Izabella Frączyk (b. 1970) is a graduate of the Kraków University of
Economics and the Skarbek College of International Trade and Finance
in Warsaw. She began writing in 2009. Frączyk has so far published
Klara’s Mixed Fortunes (2010), Recycled Women (2011),Today As It Once
Was (2013), The End of the World (2014), Like Being At Home (2014), My
Sister’s Sister (2015), Third Time Lucky (2016), and Fortune in Misfortune
(2016). Every one of her books has been warmly received.
SELECTED REVIEWS
It’s a book where everyone of us can find a piece of her/his own story.
Action-packet and full of unexpected twist with a big dose of sense of
humor, genuine main characters and engaging dialogues – it’s all in here.
And if we add a pinch of love, money and dark secrets, we get a recipe
for success.
Justyna Gul, blogger

Izabella Frączyk

FORTUNE IN MISFORTUNE
Klara had it all – or at least so it seemed until her whole world fell
apart. This young woman, however, has decided to rebuild everything
from scratch. She might be unlucky in love and money, but with the
support of her friends, she can get back on her feet and take matters
into her own hands.
The only thing is: how to get started when life has unexpectedly
become a clean slate? Maybe she should go somewhere with a friend
for few days and catch her breath in the bosom of nature? Find a new
apartment? Or maybe first get rid of that lying lover? It’s time to take
charge, but where to start?

BOOK DETAILS: Szczęście w nieszczęściu, novel

Prószyński Media 2016

432 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-425-5
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Izabella Frączyk

THIRD TIME LUCKY
Anna sells insurance, but she hates her job with all her heart. One
day, her personal life is turned upside down, and her professional
life complicated, by her fiancé’s cheating. The woman places all her
bets on changing jobs. She stumbles into a new one by accident, but
is not sure that she can handle it. A soulless pharmaceutical concern
has set the bar very high, and Anna has to give her all to find her way
in her new surroundings. The complicated network of interpersonal
relationships and the plotting and scheming in the company wear her
out, and the demanding clients, long business trips, and interminable
training courses make her increasingly frustrated. But her fighting
spirit is aroused. Can a former insurance agent, used to a quiet working
environment, survive in a corporate witches’ brew, where something is
always happening, and where it is impossible to tell friend from foe?
Will Anna finally find consolation in love?
BOOK DETAILS: Do trzech razy sztuka, novel

Prószyński Media 2016

288 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-389-0

Izabella Frączyk

MY SISTER’S SISTER
Hanka was born out of an affair her mother had with a married man.
She lives a modest life in a small village in Bieszczady, until she meets
her half-sister, of whose existence she had no idea. Her peaceful life is
suddenly turned upside down, and she finds herself thrown into the
centre of the Warsaw celebrity circuit. Can this girl from the sticks
measure up? Or will she turn tail and scurry off back to where she came
from with her new and unusual experiences?
SELECTED REVIEWS
The book is full of unexpected twist and hilarious situations. I had a good
laugh reading it.
www.lustraksiazek.blogspot.com

BOOK DETAILS: Siostra mojej siostry, novel
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WOMEN’S FICTION
Izabella Frączyk

LIKE BEING AT HOME
Eliza has everything she wants – a stable relationship, a small
apartment in Warsaw’s Old Town, and a dream job as a nurse in an
exclusive retirement home in March Hill. She is happy with her life, and
lives peacefully from day to day – until one of her patients leaves her
fortune to her. As a result of a misunderstanding, Eliza becomes the
owner of a run-down hotel with a dubious reputation. Despite getting
professional help from a friend, her orderly world is turned completely
upside down.
Everybody thinks that you can only inherit wealth, but Eliza has to
overcome all sorts of difficulties that she could never have imagined.

BOOK DETAILS: Jak u siebie, novel

Prószyński Media 2014

408 pages

ISBN 978-83-7961-039-6

Izabella Frączyk

THE END OF THE WORLD
Sometimes it’s worth tempting fate to find happiness.
Marylka is pushing 30, and is attractive and clever. She is still single,
having been dumped by her fiancé a few years ago, and has a promising
career in an advertising agency.
Marcel, a handsome work colleague, takes a fancy to her. Thanks to
the scheming of a coworker, the two suddenly get to spend a romantic
weekend together in Sopot. When they get back, Marcel goes to Madrid
for a training course without saying a word. Maryla grits her teeth and
tries to rise to the challenge of working with one of the company’s
most demanding – and most attractive – clients, Krzysztof Gawłowicz.
But the international company owner turns out to be a charming man,
who is clearly attracted to her.
Meanwhile, everyone is preparing for the end of the world as predicted
by the Mayans. Will this end be the pretext for a new beginning in
Marylka’s life?

BOOK DETAILS: Koniec świata, novel

Prószyński Media 2014

400 pages

ISBN 978-83-7839-722-9
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Katarzyna Hordyniec
Katarzyna Hordyniec (b. 1967) is a blogger, translator and columnist.
She started her career at Tygodnik Siedlecki, and then wrote for Polish
publications abroad, mainly for the Irish Tygodnik Polska Gazeta.
She settled down in a small town in County Donegal, in the north of
Ireland, fourteen years ago. She cannot decide which she loves more
– busy Warsaw, full of sounds and energy, or the tranquility of Donegal
beaches, a small Irish cottage with a chimney, and empty roads on which
you can drive while singing at the top of your voice. Search Beyond Time
is her first novel.

Katarzyna Hordyniec

SEARCH BEYOND TIME
They say that a true love is like a small death – if so, then no one would
look forward to it as much as they do.
Lena is an extremely intelligent and beautiful woman. And she seems
to be happy. At least everyone thinks so. One day, however, she decides
that it’s time to make some changes. She packs her bags, leaves her
partner, and her native Koszalin, and makes for Warsaw. Her friends
and family think she has lost her mind. She thinks it’s her big chance.
However, fate has something much more demanding in store than
having to find her feet in the capital. One May afternoon, she meets
Jul. At first glance, they do not seem to have anything in common,
apart from being partial to poetry. But that first glance was enough
to take them beyond time and space, to a place where the only things
that matter are his attention, touch, and scent, and her affection and
heat – a place beyond their comprehension. Neither was looking for
anything. Neither wanted this to happen. However, those six torrid
days changed everything forever. Will it suffice to tempt fate once
more? Woman meets man against the backdrop of Warsaw.

BOOK DETAILS: Poza czasem szukaj, novel
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wOMEN’s FICTION
grażyna JeroMin-gałuszka
Grażyna Jeromin-Gałuszka holds a degree in library science from
the University of Warsaw and in scriptwriting from the Łódź Film
School (PWSFTviT). Her poems and short stories were published in
magazines and anthologies. She is the winner of a nationwide film
topic competition held by the Script Agency and the Film weekly. She
co-authors the script of one of the popular TV series. Her first novel,
Golden bats, won the „Colors of Life” literary competition. She also
wrote the novels The Eyes of Marzanna M., The Women of Czerwone
Bagna, Don’t Leave Me, Magnolia, If You Loved Me, The Long Summer in
Magnolia. She lives in a village near Radom.

Grażyna Jeromin-Gałuszka

A VERY LONG AwAKING
A motley trio meet in a private psychiatric clinic – Aurelia, an eccentric
writer, Rajmund, a private detective, and Inez, a rebellious teenager.
Having been thrown together, they talk about their problems – partly
to kill the time, and partly for the therapy of it. When it comes to Inez,
she starts to spin a tale about Magnolia, a pub with a guesthouse in
remote Bieszczady. It’s a place where small miracles happen – like
mutual kindness and unconditional friendship.
Inez’s story begins in Magnolia one August after noon with the arrival
of the astonishingly beautiful Beata. Beata checks in, goes to her room,
then goes for a walk and disappears without a trace. A few days later,
her fiancé Daniel arrives. He has no idea why Beata would be in such
a strange place, so he waits for her to come back and explain. A month
passes. Two months. A year… Life in Magnolia goes on in its uncanny
way while Daniel’s world is turned upside down.

BOOK DETAILS: Bardzo długie przebudzenie, novel

Prószyński Media 2016

424 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-358-6
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Manula Kalicka
Manula Kalicka graduated in Polish studies and journalism. She is
currently fulfilling a youthful dream by studying art history part time.
Her hobby is writing. She writes novels, poems, limericks, and many
other forms. She would love nothing more than to focus on this part of
her life, as it is the most pleasant way of escaping the world around us.

Manula Kalicka

THE GIRL FROM THE CABARET
Warsaw, September 1939: Irenka Górecka, a young cabaret dancer,
escapes the bombed out capital with her neighbor, Witold Kiersnowski,
and his driver. Kiersnowski, who is an official from one of the ministries,
is carrying a very valuable painting – Rembrandt’s self-portrait – which
has to be taken to Switzerland. Unfortunately, Kiersnowski and his
driver die en route to their intended destination, and Irenka finds
herself alone with the Rembrandt. On top of that, she comes across
a little Jewish boy who has lost his mother. From now on, Irenka is in
danger from having to hide the Jewish child as well as the painting.
SELECTED REVIEWS
The Girl from the Cabaret is an ambitious and imaginative book. A great
talent is needed to write a book about war with a lot of remarkable sense
of humor and with a big dose of irony.
Magdalena Majcher, blogger

BOOK DETAILS: Dziewczyna z kabaretu, novel
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Anna Karpińska
Anna Karpińska (b. 1959) graduated in political science from the University
of Wrocław. She has taught, worked as a journalist, published books, and run
a company that conducted training courses and implemented quality systems.
She is married, with three adult children, a daughter-in-law, a son-in-law, and
two grandchildren – Krzyś and Adaś. She lives in Toruń and spends her weekends
in the country. Once a year, she travels further afield to recharge her batteries.
As she says: I don’t regret anything (…). Without events, people, activities, and
experience, there wouldn’t be me or my characters.

Anna Karpińska

CONVINCE ME IT’S YOU
Urszula can’t pick herself up after the death of her husband. So Edyta, a recent
high school graduate, decides to help her mother in running her seaside
guesthouse. This also gives her time to think about what she wants to do with
her own life. Despite their difficult past, their troublesome relationship, and
their radically different outlooks on life, they face the unknown together. Does
Urszula know what is best for her daughter? How far can you go in the name of
love for your mother? A touching story about the lives of two women, who are
close to one another and who have to travel a long way to understand each other.

BOOK DETAILS: Przekonaj mnie, że to ty, novel

Prószyński Media 2016

448 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-410-1

Anna Karpińska

SENSE OR SENSIBILITY?
A touching story about the determination to strive for happiness, which does
not always depend upon us.
After many years, Natalia, an editor at a Gdańsk publishing house, and the
mother of young Krzyś, finally starts to settle down. Her beloved Bruno shows
every indication of standing by her side. She gets a call while she’s getting ready
for an important meeting with Bruno. It’s Andrzej, a man who also means a lot
to her. The men are noticeably late for the appointed meeting. Not far from
Natalia’s house, there is a fatal car accident involving the driver of a sports car.
All the signs point to it being Bruno or Andrzej.
BOOK DETAILS: Rozważna czy romantyczna?, novel

Prószyński Media 2015

480 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-165-0
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Anna Karpińska

THE FAVOR
Seventeen years ago, Karol did his twin brother a fateful favor that was never
meant to see the light of the day. The conspiracy of silence has been broken
and has resulted in unleashing a whole string of events that puts both brother’s
families to the test and exposes their past secret. Their wives and families have
to live with the consequences of the brothers’ pact. Will Elwira and Jagoda,
strong and feisty women, find the strength to deal with their husbands’ past
and dreams? How much can you sacrifice for a promise? This is a story about
complicated family relationships, the allure of ordinariness, and the past, which
can never remain hidden.
BOOK DETAILS: Przysługa, novel

Prószyński Media 2014

448 pages

ISBN 978-83-7961-062-4

Anna Karpińska

FOR WHAT SINS?
Twenty-nine-year-old Alina runs a psychotherapy office with her friend Monika.
It has been five years since her fiancé jilted her at the altar and run off with
her sister, Aldona. Alina has not been able to have a normal relationship
with a man since. As soon as they start to talk about marriage, she breaks up
with them. Her favorite uncle dies, leaving her a large fortune. Alina has to
share the inheritance with Tomasz, who is related to her aunt. Meanwhile her
psychotherapy office has a new patient, Piotr, who also runs away from weddings.
Alina cares for, but is dubious about, both men. Is Tomasz in it just for the
inheritance? Did Piotr appear on the scene by coincidence? Perhaps Alina will
chose a different path? One that has no place for either of them?
BOOK DETAILS: Za jakie grzechy, novel Prószyński Media 2014 456 pages ISBN 978-83-7839-787-8

Anna Karpińska

IMPERFECT SACRAMENT
After marrying Donat, Blanka believes that she is finally going to find stability
after all the tragic events in her life. Things can only get better. However her
newly-wedded husband doesn’t wake up after his wedding night. It seems
he has been poisoned. A complicated investigation begins. Difficult family
relationships, traumas, and past secrets all come to light. This extreme situation
brings out everyone’s true feelings, their mutual connections and associations,
and their real thoughts. This is a story about life, where everybody will have to
find their place once more, after accounting for their old sins. But is it really
worth it? Even for the sake of blood ties?
BOOK DETAILS: Sakrament niedoskonały, novel
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WOMEN’S FICTION
Agata Kołakowska
Agata Kołakowska (b. Wrocław, 1984) has written several novels of
manners including Patrycja, Friends, Seventh Year, Unwanted Truth, The
Cloth, All that has Passed, The Peaceful Nook, and By Day, by Night.
SELECTED REVIEWS
I appreciate that Unspoken Words are painfully realistic. Main characters
are distinct and genuine – the author made a really good job in creating
them and in showing how the surroundings influence their personalities.
www.rudarecenzuje.blogspot.com

Agata Kołakowska

UNSPOKEN WORDS
The Szulc family live a quiet life. Łucja is an ophthalmologist. Andrzej
runs his wife’s pharmacy. She is a spoiled only-child, while he has grown
up in the shadow of his younger brother. Łucja is fascinated by painting
and opera, which he hates. He loves science-fiction movies, which she
cannot stand.
Hanna and Mariusz haven’t formalized their relationship. She is
a school counselor. He is a musician who plays in the percussion section
of an orchestra. Hanka puts others before herself because she has felt
like a replacement for her deceased sister all her life. Mariusz doesn’t
have such problems. He has always been the apple of his mother’s eye.
He is an eternal bachelor ruled by his passions and is driven by the
need for social recognition. The lives of these two couples hum along
peacefully and predictably, and would have continued to do so had
not fate intervened. Hanna chances to step into Andrzej’s pharmacy,
and Mariusz chats to Łucja in the art museum. New acquaintances turn
to fascination. The secret game begins. This new situation is not only
a source of knowledge about their relationships, but also about their
very selves. Is this a test or an opportunity? And finally, can unspoken
words influence their lives and their relationships?

BOOK DETAILS: Niewypowiedziane słowa, novel

Prószyński Media 2016

408 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-243-5
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Agata Kołakowska

BY DAY, BY NIGHT
A touching story about youthful hope, big unspoken dreams, life mistakes, and
astonishing kindness. Anna has a husband and daughter. One evening she comes
to the realization that neither she nor her husband have achieved their youthful
dreams. Still, she reasons that she has little cause for complaint. But if things
are not all that bad, why are they not all that good? Piotr is a good husband, and
a devoted father to his two daughters. He is a journalist, which is the job he has
always wanted. In short, he has it all. But there is a crack in this perfect picture that
is only visible to him. Anna and Piotr have a secret that they wish they could forget.
You can’t run away from your past, but maybe you can change it?
BOOK DETAILS: We dnie, w nocy, novel

Prószyński Media 2015

320 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-065-3

Agata Kołakowska

THE PEACEFUL NOOK
Marta and Jacek Cieślak move into their dream home in an exclusive
neighborhood – and take on a huge mortgage. They are warmly welcomed by
the neighbors, but they quickly realize that their lifestyle and standard of living
differ considerably from the rest of the community.
Nevertheless, they try to fit in with the neighbors and enjoy their little love nest.
Unfortunately, Marta loses her job, and it is a struggle to pay the mortgage.
As if that was not bad enough, it turns out that the Cieślaks got the house at
a good price because they bought it from the husband of a suicide.
More of the dark secrets of the denizens of Green Oak Street come to light.
The neighbors are ready for anything.
BOOK DETAILS: Zaciszny zakątek, novel

Prószyński Media 2015

328 pages

ISBN 978-83-7961-126-3

Agata Kołakowska

ALL THAT HAS PASSED
Justyna is starting out all over again. In her previous life, she had been an
abandoned daughter, an older sister, a friend prepared to make any sacrifice, and
a cheated wife. Today, she’s an independent, self-reliant, and uncompromising
woman. The past, however, comes knocking when her father unexpectedly
turns up. He deserted his family and disappeared twenty years ago. Will Justyna
forgive him? Will she be able to open up her heart? Will emotional isolation and
a new place bring her happiness?

BOOK DETAILS: Wszystko co minęło, novel
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WOMEN’S FICTION
Wiesława Maciejak
SELECTED REVIEWS
And Lives Goes On is a perfect book for someone looking for
a light-hearted and touching family saga. First time in a long time I pulled
an all-nighter reading till 4 am. It took me a lot of strength to get away
from this book and go to sleep… And first thing in morning was to finish
reading the And Lives Goes On.
Małgorzata Garkowska, bloger

Wiesława Maciejak

AND LIFE GOES ON
The heir of Wólka Podleśna, Mr. Kazimierz Bliski, has always had two
passions – horses and women. His hot-blooded temperament has
resulted in two daughters born out of wedlock. Marianna was born to
Waleria, a poor widow working in Bliski’s manor. Julia was born into
a loving family and raised in luxury. Marianna can barely read. Her
life has been one long struggle with adversity. Julia, by contrast, was
given a good education and married the man she loved. Neither knew
about the other, until their lives became mixed up in Poland’s turbulent
history.
This is a truly touching story about life and death, about love and
fighting for a better future, about an incredible will to survive and
the power of mutual support, and about the role of the family, which
must stick together, no matter what. The book received the Polonia
Bloggers prize at the 2014 Feather and Claw festival.

BOOK DETAILS: A życie się toczy, novel

Prószyński Media 2016

712 pages

ISBN 978-83-8069-244-2
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Irena Matuszkiewicz
Irena Matuszkiewicz is a philologist by education, journalist for
a number of years, currently a popular author of novels of manners. She
made her debut with The Heartbreak Agency, then she proceeded to
publish: Not Only Love Games, Girls for Rent, The Salon Life, Cursed and
Spelled, The Awakening, The Whispers, The Mantis and The Interrupted
Journey. In her books, she aptly reflects contemporary Poland, creating
vivid characters and extraordinary situations, but she also often
reaches into the past – to the lives of the mothers and grandmothers
of her protagonists.

Irena Matuszkiewicz

FAMILY REUNION
The year is 2014. Ewa Perelska, an archivist and history buff, decides
to arrange a reunion of her close and distant relatives. There will be
a quite a lot of people, because the progenitors of the Korzeńskis,
Loetyna and Jan, had seven children. In 1920, legionnaire Jan
Korzeń married a certain Ms. Tokarzówna, the daughter of a wealthy
merchant from Włocławek. He sets up an exclusive import shop to
support his growing family. Jan had always said “We come from
a single tree. We have to love, respect, and support each other”.
Unfortunately, under the new, communist order, his descendants went
their own separate ways and did not always abide by the principles
they were brought up with. There was no time, and perhaps no will,
to learn about the past. And by the time there was a will, it was too
late. Ewa tries to plumb the family archives, which hide quite a few
secrets. She soon learns that white is not always white, and black
can have many shades. But what is the truth? Is there only one?
Everything slowly changes. Old animosities and fears are revived.
Ewa wanted to remind her family of the home truths of their ancestors.
Will a family that is becoming increasingly estranged from each other
want to look each other in the eye when there is neither love nor respect
there?
BOOK DETAILS: Zjazd rodzinny, novel
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WOMEN’S FICTION
Danuta Noszczyńska
Danuta Noszczyńska is a visual artist, film director, the founder of the amateur
theaters Azet and Amarat, and the theater and visual arts specialist at the
Jaworzno City Cultural and Sports Centre. She is a graduate of the visual arts
high school in Kraków and the Philosophy Faculty of Jagiellonian University.
She made her writing debut with Story about not-Magdalena. She followed
this with Blonde of Moral Anxiety, The Happiness Hormone, It Could Have Been
Worse, Grandmother Alicja’s Chest, Luiza for Urgent Sale, Under Two Scythes or
the Death-bed Notes of Vital Marian (awarded at the Feather and Claw Women’s
Literature Festival), and The Different Lives of Helena P. (awarded at the Feather
and Claw Women’s Literature Festival).

Danuta Noszczyńska

TILL DEATH DO US UNITE
Can you free yourself from a childhood curse?
Małgorzata moves from her village to a big city, where she works hard to
become “someone”. She’s exceptionally beautiful, and that, combined with
her background, simplicity, and somewhat vulgar behavior, makes her easy
pickings for men. She becomes increasingly disillusioned with her new life and
a heartless world that proves to be no paradise. She yields to temptation and
becomes the mistress of a mature and wealthy man. Just when she thinks she
has hit rock bottom, Małgorzata meets her first, true love. But does she have
the strength and courage to fight for him?
BOOK DETAILS: Dopóki śmierć nas nie połączy, novel
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Danuta Noszczyńska

BOTTLE BLONDE
Tamara moves from the provinces with a readymade plan for happiness.
First come career and economic stability, then a husband and maybe even
children… No. Just one. Somewhere in a faraway future. And only if he insists.
Her path is clearly laid out before her. Her first success in her professional
life results in a significant change in her appearance. She starts to believe
that having the right appearance is the key to accomplishing her goals.
She is cold, ruthless, and haughty at work. She spends her private life looking
for a strong male partner.
But she start to feel that something is missing in her perfect, well-organized
life. Could it be time to stop planning?
BOOK DETAILS: Farbowana blondynka, novel
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Lucyna Olejniczak
Lucyna Olejniczak lives in Kraków, where she was born. She is
a laboratory technician by profession, and worked in the Pharmacy
Faculty of Jagiellonian University. She started writing when she retired.
She likes traveling, meeting people, and cats. She makes friends
easily. Her novels include I’m Close, Accident on Starowiślańska Street,
Caretaker, or America Seen from a Chair (awarded at the 2014 Women’s
Literature Festival) and Daguerreotype: Chopin’s Secret.
SELECTED REVIEWS
I was captivated by interwar Krakow, vivid characters and interesting
view on changes in consciousness and in the way of perceiving woman in
30’s of the 20th-century.
Magdalena Majcher, blogger

Lucyna Olejniczak

THE WOMEN OF GRODZKA STREET:
MATYLDA.
The Women from Grodzka Street is a series that tells the stories of the
descendants of Franciszek Bernat, a pharmacist from Kraków, and
especially the strong women in the family, who have no fear of the
family curse.
Rewind to the 1930s. Matylda Borucka, the daughter of Wiktoria Bernat,
does not want to continue the family tradition. She has no interest in
running a pharmacy and wants to become an actress. When her mother
dies in a tragic accident, Matylda learns that she is not the daughter of
the man she has always considered her father. Antoni Borucki tells her
the dramatic story of Wiktoria’s first love and eventful journey to Paris.
Matylda decides to go her own way and fulfill her dreams. She soon
meets someone who promises to make her a movie star.

BOOK DETAILS: Kobiety z ulicy Grodzkiej. Matylda, novel Prószyński Media 2016 368 pages ISBN 978-83-8069-356-2
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Lucyna Olejniczak

THE WOMEN OF GRODZKA STREET:
WIKTORIA
The next installment in the story of the “cursed” family of Kraków
pharmacist Franciszek Bernat, and his descendants, especially the
strong women of the family, who have to overcome many adversities.
Wiktoria, Bernat’s daughter, goes to Paris to find a man. But the curse
manifests itself once more. Filip is already in a relationship with another
woman. The distraught Wiktoria returns to Kraków, where she gives birth
to Matylda. The second world war breaks out. Wiktoria takes her daughter
to the countryside, far from the famine and diseases that are spreading
in the city. She throws herself into her work to forget her misfortunes.
An unexpected turn of fortune convinces Wiktoria that she can be happy.
The war comes to an end and the men start coming home from the front.
Wiktoria now has to make the most important decision of her life.
BOOK DETAILS: Kobiety z ulicy Grodzkiej. Wiktoria, novel Prószyński Media 2015
ISBN 978-83-8069-163-6

376 pages

Lucyna Olejniczak

THE WOMEN OF GRODZKA STREET:
HANKA
In 1890, Wiktoria, the illegitimate daughter of the pharmacist and
his young servant Hanka, is born in the basement beneath the
pharmacy. The newborn is under a sentence of death, as Bernat
gets rid of his all illegitimate children. On the same day, Bernat’s
wife Klementyna also gives a birth to a daughter, but the girl dies.
A midwife secretly switches the babies and saves Wiktoria’s life. The
exhausted Hanka dies after the difficult birth, not knowing that her
child will survive. Before she dies, she curses the pharmacist and all
his descendants. Unfortunately, this includes her own daughter.
Franciszek Bernat only dreams of having a son to whom he can
bequeath the pharmacy. He regards his daughter as a necessary evil.
Only forgiveness can lift the curse. Can Wiktoria forgive her father?
What will be the fate of the next generation of Bernat women? They
are all burdened with grief and anger, which has a negative impact on
their lives. That is precisely what the curse, cast by Hanka in the 19th
century, was meant to achieve. Will they ever be able to break this
losing streak?

BOOK DETAILS: Kobiety z ulicy Grodzkiej. Hanka, novel Prószyński Media 2015
ISBN 978-83-7961-202-4

344 pages
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Agnieszka Olszanowska
Agnieszka Olszanowska (b. 1978 ) is a librarian by training and passion.
She graduated in library and information science from the Warsaw
University. She has worked as secretary, farmer, librarian in public
library. She now works in middle school as a teacher-librarian. Her
passion is bird’s incubation and floriculture. She also runs a peacock
breeding operation.

Agnieszka Olszanowska

LETTERS FROM
THE TENTH VILLAGE
Beata has been dumped by her husband. She is unemployed, has no
money, and has to raise her two sons on her own. There is nothing for
it but to return to her family home in Zwierzyniec.
Zwierzyniec used to be a charming Polish village. The trees, orchards
and flowers are now being replaced by corn fields. Beata rebels,
as she wants to preserve at least something of this bygone world.
She starts to work for the son of a former steward of a manor house,
who now owns the Old Park. Together, they restore it to its former
glory. One day, she finds a package of yellowed letters in the attic.
Reading them, she discovers the dramatic story of her grandmother,
who was unhappily married off, but who lived faithfully with a man
she didn’t love. Her only support was an exchange of letters with
a mysterious Stach. Beata discovers the shocking past of her family,
and step by step, she turns from being a lost woman into the strong
and confident Beata from Zwierzyniec.

BOOK DETAILS: Listy z dziesiątej wsi, novel Prószyński Media 2016 296 pages ISBN 978-83-8069-409-5
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Magda Rem
Magda Rem was born in Konin, but currently lives in England, where
she arrived as a teenager in 1999. She is married to an Englishman and
works as a computer graphic designer. The books she reads – and now
those she writes – are what keep her in touch with her native language,
as she does not visit Poland all that often. She believes that peoples’
transgressions say more about them and their innate goodness than
their noble deeds. The brutal contrast between our strength and our
intentions is what makes our lives so tragically dramatic. And what
better way to explain this than through the medium of a thriller?

Magda Rem

A THOUSAND ROSES
Michał and his wife lead a peaceful life in their out-of-the-way home.
They turn on the sprinkler, chat to the person next door, and go the
letterbox. They are nothing if not set in their ways. Elżbieta’s typewriter
can be heard at the same time every day. She writers popular romantic
novels. Michał is a graphic designer and creates the covers. At least
that’s how things were until yesterday. Because nothing will ever be
the same after yesterday. It only took a single moment to change their
lives into parts in a dark absurdist play. But who cast them in these
roles? A Thousand Roses is a brilliantly constructed psychological novel
with some of the features of a thriller. The atmosphere is Hitchcockian
and even stands comparison with Psycho. Don’t be surprised to find
yourself expecting Norman’s mother to show up.

BOOK DETAILS: Tysiąc róż, novel
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Natalia Rogińska
Natalia Rogińska was born in Łódź in 1985. She grew up in rural Poland,
more specifically in Gubin, a place that is forever in her heart and which
she often visits. She is a graduate of the Medical University of Warsaw
and has a degree in psychology from the Department of Interfaculty
Studies at the University of Warsaw. She hopes to be as good a woman
as her mother and as good a doctor as her father.
SELECTED REVIEWS
The author doesn’t juice up anything. Her style of writing is direct and
simple with no unnecessary cliché. Rogińska gives us plain truth. This
truth will be shocking sometimes, sometimes touching and other times
incredible.
www.czytanie-moja-milosc.blogspot.com

Natalia Rogińska

DESECRATED CONCEPTION
The protagonists have something in common – their conception of
a human being. Each of their stories not only goes beyond any publically
acceptable social and moral norms, but even shocks themselves.
Meet the patients of the pink doctor’s surgery in Chmielna street. Greta
desperately wants to become a mother, Michalina will do anything to
have a child, Adrianna takes a purely medical approach to conceiving
a daughter, Beata is a traditional Catholic who has to deal with this
impious reality, then there is Honorata – the “victim” – and finally,
Agata takes a huge risk by getting pregnant. These are clearly not the
most auspicious ways to start out in life. These pregnancies, which are
not the result of a mutual decision of both father and mother, draw
more and more problems, pose huge risks, and reveal additional facts
about the relationships of the future parents. For all that, however,
something good comes out of all this – a new start with many
possibilities, perspectives, and most of all a brand new LIFE.

BOOK DETAILS: Pokalane poczęcia, novel
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Wioletta Sawicka
Wioletta Sawicka lives in Warmia, where she was born. She is a teacher
by training, and a journalist by profession. Her specialty is reportage.
Her astrological sign is Cancer, so she often likes to retreat into her
shell. She likes to escape the hustle and bustle of the city by going
to the quietness of the forests of Warmia or to Bieszczady. She loves
literature, hiking and cycling. She is married, with two children. Her
novels include Will You Marry Me, Honey?, It’s Going To Be All Right,
Honey and What If We Find Each Other, Honey. Sawicka is currently
working on another novel.

Wioletta Sawicka

THE MIRACULOUS DAY
Sometimes, you have to get to death’s door before you can turn over
a new leaf.
One night, Hanka crosses Piotr’s path. Piotr saves her life, and now
feels responsible for her. Hanka, leery at first, slowly opens up to him.
They are polar opposites, but they need each other. She has a troubled
past and the mark of death, he is suffering from writer’s block. They make
a deal. He will help her find a way to die on her terms in exchange for
a theme for his book. Hanka makes a list of things to do before she dies.
Each day spent with Piotr is a miraculous day for Hanka.

BOOK DETAILS: Dzień cudu, novel
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Wioletta Sawicka

WHAT IF WE FIND EACH OTHER, HONEY
Anna cannot pull herself together after breaking up with Patryk. It was hard for
her to leave him, but even harder to bear the consequences of doing so, because
of the children, whose sense of security has been shattered. Her mother-inlaw accuses her of gross selfishness, and her relationship with her adopted
daughter, Maja, is ruined. Anna is irritated, cannot sleep, and is wracked by
guilt. She still loves Patryk, but can no longer trust him. Patryk moves to Śląsk
to bury his problems in work. What would be the point of reaching the summit
without a strenuous climb? The main thing is not the peak, but the path that
has to be conquered to get there.
BOOK DETAILS: Jeśli się odnajdziemy, kotku, novel
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Wioletta Sawicka

IT’S GOING TO BE ALL RIGHT, HONEY
Anna is a good mother and wife. She has found her place in the world, but…
Sometimes she feels that she’s missing out on something. The sweet role of
“housewife” is not enough. She tries not to complain, even in her thoughts,
because the family is what matters most. Patryk has a fulfilling life as a doctor,
a father, and the head of a family. They both care for little Maja very much. But
Patryk stays true to his despotic and overzealous nature. He starts to tie his
daughter down the way he has tied Anna down. Maja is growing up, and Anna
needs a confidant. She believes that her father, whom she has been looking for,
can become one. Revealing the truth will be a shock for everyone.
BOOK DETAILS: Będzie dobrze, kotku, novel
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Wioletta Sawicka

WILL YOU MARRY ME, HONEY?
Anna is a young and successful radio broadcast journalist. She loves and is
loved. But she can’t completely cope in her relationship with the caring, but
despotic and possessive Patryk. Their relationship is full of tension, owing to
his conservative views on the family – and the woman’s role in it – and her need
for freedom. Anna has to listen to her heart, to determine whether she and the
man she loves want the same things out of life. Can she be happy by his side?
She has to know for certain how she is going to answer the question Will You
Marry Me, Honey?

BOOK DETAILS: Wyjdziesz za mnie, kotku?, novel
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Laila Shukri
Laila Shukri – hiding behind her pen name, this Polish writer has
traveled and lived in several Arabic countries, and is an expert on the
Orient. She currently lives in the United Arab Emirates, but is already
planning her next journey. Whether she is at an oasis in the desert, or
sleeping in a huge bed in a luxurious hotel room, she always finds a way
to unlock the deepest secrets of Arabic world. She loves to relax with
a glass of Campari after a long day. Her first book, Persian Love won the
hearts of Polish readers when it came out in 2014.
.

Laila Shukri

PERSIAN JEALOUSY
Joanna is married to Ali, a rich Kuwaiti businessman. She enjoys a life
of luxury and pleasure. Together with her American friend, Angelica,
she has a great time in Dubai, where she frequents the most exclusive
shops, restaurants and hotels. But what happens when luxury
with a big “L” overshadows all other values? And what if her loving,
doting husband suddenly becomes attracted to another woman?
Joanna is unexpectedly confronted with a dramatic situation that
could spell disaster for her marriage and her three growing children.
Will she manage to protect them and herself? Can cheating ever be
forgiven? And whatever happened to Lidka, the main character from
Persian Love? Laila Shukri once more lets us in on some of the most
jealously guarded secrets of the Orient – secrets of harems past and
present.

BOOK DETAILS: Perska zazdrość, novel
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Jacek Skowroński
Jacek Skowroński is a Grand Prix winner in Polish Contest for Crime Short
Stories. He specializes in thrillers, crime fiction, and novels (The Fly, Once a Thief,
To Kill, Disappear and Forget). He has a restless spirit, and has tried quite a few
things in life. He can parachute, drive a locomotive, and fire a machine gun.
He knows no fear, as he has amply demonstrated by teaming up with Maria
Ulatowska. Their first collaborative effort was the crime novel The Author.

Jacek Skowroński, Maria Ulatowska

A ROOM FOR THE ARTIST
Two apparently disparate love stories dovetail into each other in an old
mansion, discovered by chance by a pair of writers. Against all odds, they decide
to purchase and renovate it with a view to converting it into a retreat for their
artistic friends and other likeminded dreamers.
Little do the new owners suspect that their new house is destined to become
the setting for some unusual events. The mansion seems to be jinxed. One
by one, the residents die in accidents. The circumstances are not suspicious except in one case. Strange that everything happened just there.

BOOK DETAILS: Pokój dla artysty, novel
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Jacek Skowroński, Maria Ulatowska

THE AUTHOR
The associates of a widely-read author start to die in suspicious circumstances.
Her laborious, sometimes even monotonous, work as a writer is constantly
interrupted with news about yet another tragic event, and she becomes
targeted by a stalker. A police profiler and an unconventional chief inspector
try to break this chain of apparently criminal events. But the deaths continue.
The author’s personal relationships become increasingly complicated, the
clock keeps ticking, clues turn out to be red herrings, and the truth is as far
away as ever.

BOOK DETAILS: Autorka, novel
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Maria Ulatowska
Maria Ulatowska is an author of the bestselling novels of manners:
The Pine Legacy, The Sosnówka Guesthouse, The Adventures of Mrs.
Eustaszyna, Home by the Sea, The Tenement at Krucza Street, Brand
New Life and Almost Sisters, who also co-authored the crime novel The
Author with Jacek Skowroński, was born in Warsaw and still lives there,
but she would love to be able to multiply. Then, she would also live in
the Three-City, in Bydgoszcz, in the Mazurian Lake District and in the
Giant Mountains, they are all her favorite places. During her worse
moments, she reads Gałczyński, during the better ones, she writes
subsequent funny and uplifting novels.

Maria Ulatowska

THE LAST LETTER
Can you love two men at the same time? Sure. But can you love
them both the same way? They say that Majka Czerska has a male
personality. Or rather a male approach to life. Take, use, leave. Who
cares? Treacherous, cynical, egoistic and perverse … Or maybe a kind,
sensitive, warm and affectionate dreamer? What is she really like?
Perhaps, like life, she can go either way?
Does life always have to be pleasant? Can we plan our lives the way
we want them to be? Some things remain beyond our control. But can
we at least influence them a little? Majka is about to find out.

BOOK DETAILS: Ostatni list, novel
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Tanya Valko
Tanya Valko is a pseudonym of the Jagiellonian University’s graduate.
She was a teacher in Polish School in Libya and afterwards a long-term
assistant to the Ambassadors of the Republic of Poland. For over 20
years she has been living in Arab countries including Libya and Saudi
Arabia, now she is a resident in Indonesia. She is the author of books
about Libya: Backstage of Libya, Everyday life in Tripoli and Sahara
– Ocean of Silence. Her interest in healthy lifestyle sprouted with
following books: Cut the slimming – time for diet, Modern Cookbook and
Slimming Cookbook. Her novel debut – Arabian Wife – was published in
2010. It became immediately the bestseller and beginning of Arabic
Saga; Arabian Daughter (2011), Arabian Blood (2012) and Arabian
Princess (2013) are the continuation of the series. Tanya Valko in 2013
published another novel showing the problems of middle age people
and their desire to keep youth forever: Make me younger, make me
beauty. After the success of Arabic Saga, Tanya Valko opened another
novel cycle: Asian Saga

Tanya Valko

ARABIC CRUSADE
Arabic Crusade is the next installment of Tanya Valko’s Arabic Saga. It is
full of blood-curdling situations, love affairs, intense emotions, wealth
and poverty. The characters prove once more how easy it is to be in
the wrong place at the wrong time, and how difficult it is to get out
of trouble later. What are the lives of the innocent residents of Arabic
countries, destroyed by their own brothers, like? How do ordinary
Damascenes feel when fear and paranoia hold sway? Do they dream
of escaping and living abroad? Can they just up and leave their homes?
How are Dorota, Marysia and Daria going to manage in a modern world
dominated by Islamic fundamentalism ? Is Hamid Bin Laden, fighting
with the Jihadists, the right partner for Marysia? Will their paths cross
again? Can love be so blind as to make a woman fall into the hands
of a dangerous terrorist without realizing it? What is Marysia getting
herself into this time? Is Dorota safe? Is she indifferent to what is going
on around her? Is young Daria about to join the Salimi family’s broken
hearts club?

BOOK DETAILS: Arabska krucjata, novel
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Weronika Wierzchowska 
Weronika Wierzchowska – a city girl by birth, Wierzchowska spent many
years working for a large corporation as a chemist. She recently took
time out from work, lost 30 kilograms, and moved to the countryside.
She now runs a small cosmetic company. When she’s not busy inventing
and producing creams, gels and rejuvenating serums, she likes to
spend time with her daughter, cook and read old books, which she
loves enormously. She tries to combine her penchant for old stories
with a passion for creating new ones, by writing about the women of
today and those who lived in times of yore.

Weronika Wierzchowska

IN THE SERVICE OF LOVE
The Napoleonic era. Maja Au is a twenty-eight-year-old maiden from
an impoverished noble family, who lives with her aunt in Warsaw.
She has an incredible talent for helping young couples resolve their
romantic issues. While working on one such assignment, she meets
the handsome Captain Ksawery Kossecki, who has been charged with
delivering a love letter from Prince Józef Poniatowski to his fiancé.
Kossecki is being pursued by Prussian and Russian agents determined
to prevent the Prince from marrying Princess Maria Augusta, the
daughter of the Saxon king. Kossecki entrusts the letter to Maja, who
delivers it to the Princess in Dresden. Having failed in their mission,
the agents plan to assassinate the Princess. Maja thwarts their
efforts, successfully completes her assignment, and realizes that she
too has a chance for love.

BOOK DETAILS: W służbie miłości, novel
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Weronika Wierzchowska

THE ORCHID EXTRACT
The Mazur sisters set up a “chick” company. They start making cosmetics
with a group of workers in a renovated 19th-century factory. They are
thrown into the ruthless world of business, and find themselves locked
in merciless combat with the competition. But success seems to be
within their grasp. However, Beata finds out that her husband has been
cheating on her for years. Her younger sister, Aneta, looks on passively
as her marriage falls apart. And Dorota, their most trusted worker, and
the backbone of the company, falls victim to her ex-partner’s attacks.
Their personal and professional lives can collapse at any moment. Their
last hope is an orchid extract – the missing ingredient of a rejuvenating
cream – but they are in a race against time to find it.

BOOK DETAILS: Ekstrakt z kwiatu orchidei, novel
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Weronika Wierzchowska

LOOK FOR ME
Julia and Józia – two very similar women separated by 150 years. Julia
has no idea how much looking for her great grandmother Józia is
going to change her life. Julia is a typical single women from a big city.
She fritters away her days on monotonous work and her evenings
on getting drunk on wine in the company of her mischievous cat. One
day, she comes across a letter written by her recently deceased aunt.
Along with the letter comes a fragment of an old diary. The game
begins. Julia has to find everything that Józia has left behind. As
time goes on, the riddles get more and more difficult to solve. What
seemed at first to be only a game, becomes a thrilling journey, not only
into the far reaches of the past, but also into the depths of herself.
Józia’s story begins to influence Julia’s life. Apart from a lot of headaches,
it gives her something she least expected – a purpose in life and a chance
to find happiness.

BOOK DETAILS: Szukaj mnie, novel
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Iwona Żytkowiak
Iwona Żytkowiak (b.1963) graduated in Polish Studies and Philosophy and
Ethics from the University of Szczecin. She works in Barlinek, where she has
lived all her life. She divides her time evenly between her family, her work, and
her passion (the order is not random). She has four sons. In her free time, she
loves going on long walks in Bieszczady and playing the piano with her youngest
son. Her novels include Tonia (2011), Meetings in Front of the Mirror (2012), The
Women From the Neighborhood (2013) and The Place You Call Home (2014).

Iwona Żytkowiak

WHERE TO NOW?
Every day, we have to expect the unexpected.
Time is a great healer, but can it heal everything? Lili Czarnecka lives life to
the full. One day, she accidentally leaves her phone in the doctor’s office. It
is found by Ewa Niebieszczańska, who decides to find the owner. Fickle fate
brings them together. The same fate also brings to light certain past events
that both would sooner forget.
Where to Now? is an outstanding story about love, hope, and despair. It is also
a story of how things do not come about by chance.

BOOK DETAILS: Dokąd teraz?, novel
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Iwona Żytkowiak

THE PLACE YOU CALL HOME
A story about love, and a convoluted game of chance, is also a tale of destiny
and the grace of forgiveness. The lot of three generations of women, each of
whom simply wants to be happy. Their one mistake was to have been born in
the 20th Century.
The main character, Róża Kannenber, returns to her family home, which she has just
inherited, after an absence of many years. Her grandmother moved in just as the
German army was moving out. She and her twin sister were born here. There were
never any men in this house. It all began in this house. The past of the women in her
family is revealed. Can Roża break the family mold and finally start a new life?
BOOK DETAILS: Tam, gdzie twój dom, novel
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DAGMARA ANDRYKA
Dagmara Andryka (b. Warsaw, 1976) is a philosopher by training.
She is primarily a short story writer, and won an award at the 2009
International Short Story Festival. She has completed postgraduate
studies at the Institute of Polish Literature, a part of the Faculty of
Polish Studies at the University of Warsaw. She is an aficionado of
Swedish culture and language, and loves cinema, especially the films
of Ingmar Bergman.
SELECTED REVIEWS
The mood of The Thousand is exactly what we expect from a story about
small town. At first glance it’s just a sleepy town, where the pace od life
is slow and predictable. But when we take a closer look, we find that it’s
a place unlike any other average Polish town.
Ewa Dąbrowska, editor, www.portalkryminalny.pl

Dagmara Andryka

THE THOUsAND
As the result of an unfortunate set of circumstances, Marta Witecka
has to stay in an out-of-the-way town. She decides to turn the situation
to her advantage by exploring the area and finding material for a really
great article that will bring her a badly wanted professional success.
The townspeople are polite, but resolute, in their determination
to rid themselves of this unwanted guest. But the journalist feels
that this is precisely why she should stay on. She discovers that
the town is cursed. No more than a thousand people can live
here. The consequences of exceeding this number are terrifying.
Marta starts to get used to the town’s weird, topsy-turvy social system,
where funerals are happy events, because they mean vacancies, and
same-sex relationships are generally approved, because there won’t
be any children. She gets to know the locals, learns the consequences
of breaking the rules.
In the meantime, another accident occurs. The mutilated body of
a teacher is found on the street one night. But there is no thought
of trying to find the perpetrator. Everyone is relieved that the
curse spared them. All the evidence points to a serial killer at
work. But the data she has been gathering and the stories she has
been hearing slowly convince Marta of the existence of the curse.
What is really happening in MILLE?
BOOK DETAILS: Tysiąc, novel
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MARCIN GRYGIER
Marcin Grygier (b. 1969) graduated in chemistry from the Silesian
University of Technology. He works in a field connected with medical
equipment. Grygier is married with two adult sons. He loves running,
skiing and motorcycling. Don’t Look in That Direction is his literary
début.

Marcin Grygier

DON’T LOOK IN THAT DIRECTION
Have you ever wanted to look away from human harm? Or perhaps,
on the contrary, you like to watch it. The battered body of a teenage
girl is found in Kampinos Forest. Everything points to a ritualistic
murder executed by a cruel and vindictive assassin. The killer signals
his intention to continue and draws the police detective hunting him
down into a macabre shadow play. Detective Chief Inspector Roman
Walter is in a race against time to find the killer. He takes on a dramatic
battle in which he comes face to face with the demons of his past.
SELECTED REVIEWS
Don’t Look in that Direction is thrilling story about the need to even the
scores and almost masochistic desire to destroy your old torturers. It’s
also a book with a clear message that time doesn’t heal any wounds.
Jarosław Czechowic, blogger

BOOK DETAILS: Nie patrz w tamtą stronę, novel
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MATEUsz M. LEMBERG
Mateusz M. Lemberg is a humanist with a degree in veterinary medicine.
Before he started to write, he made amateur movies, travelled to the
East and drew comic books. He makes his living as a doctor, he loves
cats, good books, Spain and Sweden. He wrote the novels Owing to the
Night and The Patron Saint.
SELECTED REVIEWS
When I see this kind of book, I can’t wait to read it. More than 300 pages
of thrilling story showed through the eyes of my favorite policeman
from Warsaw (I felt madly in love with Hif!), that I read in one sitting,
completely forgetting about reality. I definitely want more!
Marta Zagrajek, journalist

Mateusz M. Lemberg

THE MINT
Cops, forgers, mobsters and murderers once more dance to the
rhythm of a crazed polka under the baton of Mateusz M. Lemberg,
nominated for the Best Urban Criminal Novel Award in 2014. The birds
do not sing in the forest at night here. A hunter’s dog is crouching in
a copse, thinking about its owner. Out of boredom and hunger, he
start’s chewing the finger of a girl whose corpse is lying beneath the
turf. A lonely man is sitting in a muffled, hidden room and watching an
offset printing machine at work. His hands are shaking. There is a coin
making machine right next to him. He has no inkling that this illegal
mint is going to be the death of his dreams. A policeman who has
ceased upholding the law is looking at his gun. He is soon going to have
to use it in the defense of goodness and love. He has no knowledge of
the death and suffering that he is about to inflict. Nor does he know
that he is going to hear the woman he loves scream in terror. An old
man, who has come back from the underworld, remains silent. Past
crimes and unfinished business are back.

BOOK DETAILS: Mennica, novel
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Olga Rudnicka
Olga Rudnicka (born in 1988) – holder of a degree in education and rehabilitation
of persons with intellectual disabilities from the Adam Mickiewicz University in
Poznań. Author of crime stories: The Dead Lake, Is This Red Cat a Dog?, Zacisze 13,
Return to Zacisze 13, Lilith, The Five Natalias, The Secret Admirer, The Natalias’
Second Scam, The Lucky Misfortune and Three Times the Natalias. She works as
assistant to the disabled at the Polish Social Assistance Committee. She loves
horseback riding, she is an avid reader of Joanna Chmielewska, Stephen King,
Joe Hill and Harlan Coben.

Olga Rudnicka

THERE WERE THREE LITTLE PIGS
Being a wife has its advantages – a full bank account and an excess of free
time. And all you need to do in exchange is remind him who it is he can thank
for such a happy life. Everything goes according to plan. At least for a time.
One day Jolka, Martusia and Kama are hit with the harsh realities of aging – the
crow’s feet, the additional kilos, and the new women in their husbands’ lives.
They decide to change their marital status before their “beloved” menfolk do it
for them. The only thing is those damn marriage settlements. The only way to
break the impasse is to become a rich widow. Easier said than done.

BOOK DETAILS: Były sobie świnki trzy, novel
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Olga Rudnicka

UNLUCKY PENNY
Dagmar Różyk is found dead in his office in circumstances that make some laugh,
disgust others, and arouse regrettable joy in yet others. Różyk was an object
of desire in women and hatred in men, and the apple of the chairman’s eye.
There are any number of motives for killing him, just as there are any number of
suspects. Only his secretary Monika knows his secrets, and she is determined to
find out the truth by herself at all costs. She is assisted by Mateusz Jankowski,
a young police officer who has just graduated from Officer Cadet School.
The trail leads to the apartment of Różyk’s replacement, Magda W., a woman
who delights in the moniker “Bitch” at work. Monika is sure that she is the killer,
but first, they have to find her.
BOOK DETAILS: Diabli nadali, novel
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Joanna szweChłowiCz
Joanna Szwechłowicz (born in 1984) is a graduate of Inter-Faculty
Individual Liberal Studies, Polish philologist and sociologist,
currently working on her PhD thesis on amateur literary criticism
on the Internet at the Comparative Literature Section of the
Polish Literature Institute at the University of Warsaw. She teaches
comparative literature, comparative analysis of literary texts and
electronic media analysis.
SELECTED REVIEWS
Szwechłowicz is a true master of style. The reader takes pleasure in
following not only the investigation of murder, but also literary threads
– associations and references to favorite writers and books, which
shine through the tale.
Dorota Koman, journalist

Joanna Szwechłowicz

A HIGHER POwER
March 1939. Poznań priest Fr. Wojciech Kalinowski mysteriously
disappears. To avoid a scandal, the Benedictines conduct their own
investigation, and leave the police out of it. The case is assigned
to Fr. Aleksander Herbst, a discreet man with a talent for solving
mysteries, and Fr. Florian Myszkowski, who is convinced that the
good of the Church is more important than discovering the truth.
The trail leads to a guesthouse in Krynica. The establishment is run by
the unmarried Malicki sisters, who treat every male guest as a potential
husband. Middle aged monks, who for the sake of the investigation
are posing as state officials, are no exception. The two Benedictines
meet many strange individuals in the guesthouse, one of whom is Fr.
Wojciech, who arrived conscience-stricken after the death of his curate,
a nephew of the Malicki sisters. But before they can close the case, the
two monks have to face another mystery – one that involves a murder.

BOOK DETAILS: Siła wyższa, novel
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ARTUR GÓRsKI
Artur Górski is a journalist, writer, and the author of a bestselling interview
with Jarosław Sokołowski entitled Masa on the Women of the Polish Mafia, as
well as Masa on the Money of the Polish Mafia, Masa on the Warfare of the Polish
Mafia, and Masa on the Bosses of the Polish Mafia. He has also written many
thrillers and several non-fiction works. Górski is an expert on international
organized crime. Until recently, he was the Editor-in-Chief of Focus Investigator.
He now holds the same position at Focus History.

Jarosław sokołowski
Jarosław Sokołowski – alias Masa – is a former criminal, one of the most
influential gangsters of the Pruszków Group. He turned state’s evidence in
2000. Sokołowski was closely connected with Andrzej K. Pershing, one of the
Pruszków bosses, in the 1990s. He is at odds with most of the mafia bosses.
Sokołowski’s testimony made it possible to destroy the Pruszków Group.

More than 1 million copies sold of the series!

Artur Górski

MAsA ON THE KILLERs
OF THE POLIsH MAFIA
Who were the killers that carried out the death sentences commissioned
by the bosses of the Polish underworld? Were they really cold-blooded
professionals for whom human life had no value? Did they come from
the Soviet Special Forces and receive their baptism of fire during the
war in Afghanistan? What were their methods? Did the criminal justice
system catch up with all of them? This book is an extremely fascinating
story about the mafia’s hired killers.
Being a wife has its advantages – a full bank account and an excess of free
time. And all you need to do in exchange is remind him who it is he can thank
for such a happy life. Everything goes according to plan. At least for a time.
One day Jolka, Martusia and Kama are hit with the harsh realities of
aging – the crow’s feet, the additional kilos, and the new women in
their husbands’ lives. They decide to change their marital status before
their “beloved” menfolk do it for them. The only thing is those damn
marriage settlements. The only way to break the impasse is to become
a rich widow. Easier said than done.

BOOK DETAILS: Masa o kilerach polskiej mafii, extended interview
ISBN 978-83-8069-353-1
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Artur Górski

MAsA ON THE BOssEs
OF THE POLIsH MAFIA

BOOK DETAILS: Masa o bossach polskiej mafii, extended interview
ISBN 978-83-8069-166-7

Prószyński Media 2015

256 pages

Artur Górski

MAsA ON THE wARFARE
OF THE POLIsH MAFIA

BOOK DETAILS: Masa o porachunkach polskiej mafii, extended interview
ISBN 978-83-7961-214-7

Prószyński Media 2015

256 pages

Artur Górski

MAsA ON THE MONEY
OF THE POLIsH MAFIA

BOOK DETAILS: Masa o pieniądzach polskiej mafii, extended interview
ISBN 978-83-8097-011-3

Prószyński Media 2014

272 pages

Artur Górski

MAsA ON THE wOMEN
OF THE POLIsH MAFIA

BOOK DETAILS: Masa o kobietach polskiej mafii, extended interview
ISBN 978-83-7839-719-9
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ABOUT US
Prószyński Media is one of the largest book publishing companies in
Poland. It has been operating since 1990 and today it publishes about
200 titles a year under Prószyński i S-ka imprint.
We publish Polish and foreign classics, modern fiction and non-fiction,
children`s and young adult titles as well as general interest books.
Among our writers there are outstanding Polish authors: Henryk Jerzy
Chmielewski, Maria Czubaszek, Konstanty Ildefons Gałczyński, Marek
Harny, Grażyna Jeromin-Gałuszka, Stefan Kisielewski, Irena Matuszkiewicz, Agnieszka Osiecka, Olga Rudnicka, Maria Ulatowska and Tanya
Valko.
Prószyński Media is constantly expanding its foreign fiction and nonfiction list including such great authors as Virginia C. Andrews, Orson
Scott Card, Diana Chamberlain, Jeffery Deaver, Ursula K. Le Guin, John
Irving, Henry James, Stephen King, Dennis Lehane, Liane Moriarty, Jodi
Picoult, Terry Pratchett, Nora Roberts, John Steinbeck and Amy Tan
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